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that a certain
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in any

for that problem is equivalent
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when possible,

leads

to interesting

The second step in the method of Dubovitskii-Milyutin
a set ~i which is convex and sud, a good approximation
cised later)

in common i.e.

In general we can do very little with

But if S 1 and S 2 happen
hyperplane,

solution

some recent

that,

is equivalent

g is nonpositive.

in optimi-

of Fritz John[3].

is to notice

consisting

a function

~ in R 2 with g(1)<O is an optimal

condition

is optimal

have no points

problem

formalism

We shall show

results.

is to repace each set S° by
i
of S~ ( in a sense to be pre-

that from the fact that the sets S. have no point in common,
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In the simple example given above, if f and g are differentiable

at x, we could con-

sider the convex sets
~l={X

: xER2,f(~)+(x-~)'grad

~2={x

: x~R

2

f(~)<f(~)}={x

^
^
,g(x)+(x-x).grad

: xER2,(x-~).grad

g(1)<0}.

The third step in the method of Dubovitskii-Milyutin
the sets g'1 have no point in common,
{~.

: i E I} can be separated.

f(~)<0} and

i.e. n i E I 1 ~ . = ~

is to go from the fact that

to the fact that the sets

We shall define later what we mean by separating more

W

than two convex sets.

For the time being let us go back to our simple example where

we have only two sets ~i and ~2 and let us see how the separation
sets ~i and ~2 is equivalent
is optimal and grad g(~)#O,
%grad g(~) = O.

to the known necessary

if

The set ~i will always be empty if grad f(~) # 0 and the set ~2 will

grad g(~) are different
(the closure of ~.),

We shall temporarily

from zero.

assume that grad f(~) and

Since for i=l and 2 the point ~ belongs to ~i'

i.e. since there are points in ~. arbitrarily

l

close to x, then

l

separating ~i and ~2 must pass through ~, i.e. there exists a nonzero

vector p such that SUPx E ~ I p.x = P'~ = i n f x E ~ 2 P ' X "
i.e. for all x such that (x-~).grad
Since p # 0, this means
Moreover,

condition for that problem:

then for some ~ ~ 0 we have ~g(~) = 0 and -grad f(~) +

always be empty if grad g(~) # O.

the hyperplane

of the two convex

for all

x~

we have p.x ~ p.i; i.e.

that for
~2'

for all X ~ l ,

f(~) < 0 we have p.x ~ p-~, i.e.(x-~).p ~ 0.
some a > 0 we must have

grad f(~) = ap.

i.e. for all x such that g(~) + (x-~).grad g(~) < 0,

(x-~)-p > 0.

Since p # 0, this means that g(~)=0 and that

for some b >0, we have p=-b grad g(~) and bg(~)=0.
obtain that, under the assumptions

Combining

those two results, we

grad f(~)#0 and grad g(~)#0, we have -grad f(~)

+ %grad g(~) = 0 and %g(~)=0 for some %=-ab < 0.
grad f(~) = 0, we can state trivially
by letting %=0.

In other words,

In the case where grad g(~) # 0 and

that -grad f(~) + %grad g(1) = 0 and %g(~) = 0

We have thus obtained

the classical result already mentioned

if ~ is optimal and grad g(~) # 0, then for some %~0 we

above:

ve %g(~) = 0 and -grad f(~)

+ ~grad g(~) = O.
Without

the assumption grad g(~) # O, this classical result would be incorrect as

one can see in the following simple optimization

problem on the real line R I : mini-

mize f(t)Et subject to the constraint g(t)zt2<0.

The optimal solution is obviously

A

t=O.

But since grad f(0)=l and grad g(0)=0, it is impossible to find a real number

%<0 such that -grad f(0) + %grad g(0)=0, i.e. such that -i + %.0 = 0.

The reader

should realize that in this simple pathologival problem the sets ~i and ~2 are nevertheless disjoint since ~i is the set {t:t < 0} and ~2 is the empty set.
The assumption grad g(~) # 0 is the most benign form of a general class of assumptions known as constraint qualifications;
5.

I shall come back to that topic in Section

A

If we do not assume that grad g(x)#0, then the necessary condition for that prob-

lem takes the form: if ~ is optimal,then for some (~,B)#0 with ~ and B~0, we have
grad f(~) + Bgrad g(~)=0 and ~g(~)=0.

A

Indeed if grad g(x)#0, then we let ~=-i and

~=%, where % is the number given earlier; if on the other hand we have grad g(~)=0,
then either g(~)=0 or g(~)<0.

A

If g(x)=0, we let ~=0 and ~=-i.

If g(~)<O, then the

fact that the sets ~i and g2 are disjoint implies that grad f(1)=0 and in that case
we let ~=-i and B=0.
In this paper, I shall always use the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n as the
basic reference space.
matical programming,

Although this is sufficient for most applications to mathe-

this is not the case in the theory of optimal control in which

we must consider infinite-dimensional

spaces of trajectories.

However, the reader

should be aware that everything stated here can be extended to general normed linear
spaces, Halkin [2], in which optimal control problems can be treated.
2. SEPARATIN6

SEVERAL CONVEX SETS

If p is a vector in R n and if ~ is a real number, then the function f defined over
R n by the relation f(x)=p-x + ~ is called an affine function on R n.
speaking, an affine function is a linear-plus-a-constant

function.

Colloquially
If p#0, then the

affine function p.x + ~ is said to be an affine nonconstant function.
mily {~i : i ~ I} of convex sets will be said to be separated,
family of affine functions

{~i : i ~ I} such that

(i) lie I ~i =0,
(ii) ~i(x)

$0

for all i ~ I

and all x 6 ~ i ,

(iii) ~. is nonconstant for some i E I.
1

A finite fa-

if there exists a finite

Let us show that in the case of two sets ~i and ~2' this new definition of separation
coincides with the classical definition of separation.

If ~i and ~2 are (classically)

separated, then there exists a nonzero vector p such that S U P x ~ l

p.x ~ infxE~2P.X.

If we let Wl(X)=-p.x + SUPx E ~ I p . x and w2(x)=p.x - SUPx E~Ip.x, we thus obtain
(i) w I + w2= 0,
(ii) ~i(x) ~ 0 for all i ~ { 1 , 2 } and all x ~ i ,
(iii) both ~i and ~2 are nonconstant.
In other words, ~i and ~2 are separated according to the new definition.

Conversely,

if ~i and ~2 are separated according to the new definition, i.e. if for some Wl(X)=
Pl "x + ~i and w2(x) = P2.X + ~2' we have
(i) ~I + w2=0'
(ii) wi(x) $ 0 for all i 6 { 1 , 2 }

and all x E ~ i ,

(iii) at least one of the vectors Pl or P2 is different from zero.
Then, by (i), we have P2 = -PI' ~2 = -dl and, by (iii), we have p2 = -Pl # 0.

If we

let p = P2 = -PI' we obtain SUPx E ~i p .x < inf x E~2 p .x and the two sets ~i and ~2 are
separated according to the classical definitions.
We know that two disjoint nonempty convex sets in R n can be separated, but it is
not correct to say that two separated convex sets in R n are disjoint.

For instance

the sets ~i = {(Xl'X2): Xl<0} and ~2 ={(Xl'X2): Xl~0} in the plane R 2 are not disjoint, since ~ I N

~2 ± {(Xl'X2): Xl=0} #~

#0, we have SUPxE ~i x'p = i n f x ~ 2 x'p"

but they are separated since for p=(l,0)

If either ~i or ~2 is open however, we know

that the fact that ~i and ~2 are separated will imply that ~i and ~2 are disjoint.
The same result can be extended to several convex sets in the following manner:
Theorem 2.1. If {~. : i E I} is a finite family of nonempty convex sets in R n such
1
that ~ i E I

~'l is empty, then the family {~.i : i ~ I }

ly, if {~. : i C I }
i

can be separated.

Converse-

is a finSte separated family of convex sets in R n and if at

most one of them fails to be open, then

Oi~I

~'l is empty.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be found in Halkin [2].
In several applications, we shall assume that 0 ~
that case,

if the family

{~.: i ~
1

I}

of

~.
1

for each i E I .

In

convex sets is separated by the family { ~ . : i 6 1 }

of affine functions, then we shall

l

have ~.(0)>i0 for each i ~ I

and E i E I

~i (0)=0 which imply wi(0)=0 for each i £ I

and

l

hence the functions ~'l are not only affine but linear,i.e,
We can thus state that a family { ~ i : i E I}

of the form ~i(x)=Pi.X.

of convex sets with 0 ~ .

for each i 6 I
1

is separated if and only if there exists a finite set of vectors { P i : i ~ I }
(i) E i ~ I Pi = 0,

(ii) Pi.X $ 0 whenever i E l

such that

and x 6 9i'

(iii) Pi # 0 for some i 6 I .
3. CONVEX APPROXIMATIONS OF SETS
We shall consider three different types of convex approximations
terior convex approximation

(ii)the tangent convex approximation and (iii) the simpli-

cial k convex approximation where k is a positive integer.
ming,

of sets:(i)the in-

the two concepts of interior convex approximation

function and the inequality constraints)
ciated with the equality constraints)

In mathematical program-

(asociated with the objective

and of tangent convex approximation

are the most useful.

(asso-

The simplicial k convex

approximation is used chiefly in optimal control theory and is associated with operator constraints

(i.e. when one requires a trajectory to satisfy some differential

equations).

However, in the case k=l,i.e,

in the case of the simplicial I convex ap-

proximation,

this concept is also used in mathematical programming under the form of

the Abadie Sequential Constraint Qualification, Abadie

[4].

We should normally give all the definitions under the form: the set ~ is an interior (resp. tangent or simplicial k convex approximation around a point x to a set S,
if ....

For the sake of simplicity of notation, we shall give all those definitions

with respect to the point ~=0.
lowing convention:

To go back to the general case, we shall use the fol-

the set ~ is an interior

(resp. tangent or simplicial k) convex

approximation around a point ~ to the set S, if the set ~ - ~ is an interior
tangent or simplicial k convex approximation to the set S-i).

(resp.

If A is the set in R n

and a is a vector in R n, then we use the notation A-a to denote the set { x - a : x C A } .
Let us specify some further notations.
length of x.

If x ~ R n, then

Ix[ will be the Euclidean

If A ~ R n, then coA will be the convex hull of A.

A set{xl,...,x~}in

R n is said to be in general position if the vectors x2-xl,x3-xl,...,x£-x I are linearly independent.

Definition 3.1. A subset ~ of R n is an interior convex approximation to a subset S
of R n if (i) ~ is open,
an g>0 such that n x ~ S

(ii) ~ is convex,
whenever

Ix-~I<E

(iii) O E ~ and (iv) for all ~E~ there exists
and

nE(0,e).

Definition 3.2. A subset ~ of R n is a tangent convex approximation to a subset S of
R n if there exists a neighborhood V of 0 and a continuous real-valued function 9 defined on V, differentiable at x=0 and such that (i) grad 9(0) # 0, (ii) 9(0)=0,
= { x : x ~ R n , x . grad 9(0)=0}and

(iii)

(iv) { x : x E V , 9 ( x ) = 0 } C S .

Definition 3.3. If k is a positive integer, we shall say that a subset ~ of R n is a
simplicial k convex approximation to a subset S of R n, if (i) ~ is convex,

(ii) O ~

and (iii) for any set {Xl,...,x %} with ~@k elements in general position in ~ and for
any real number ~>0 there exists a number N E (0,g) and a continuous function ~ from
co{x I ..... x~} into R n such thatl~(x)-xi~E and ~ ( x ) ~

S whenever x E c o { x I ..... x~}.

Remark: As i mentioned before,the concept of simplicial I convex approximation is related to Abadie Sequential Constraint Qualification.

Indeed from Definition 3.3,we

have: a subset ~ of R n is a simplicial I convex approximation to a subset S of R n if
(i) ~ is convex,(ii) O E ~

and (iii) for each ~E~ and each real number ~>0, there

exists a number N~(0,g) and an element y E R n such that Iy-xi~e and N y E S .
condition can be rewritten as: for each ~ E ~ ,
real numbers ~i,~2,...

there exists a sequence of positive

and a sequence of elements yl,Y2,..,

lyi-~l=0 , limi_~oNi=0 and DiYi ~ S

The last

in R n such that limi_~o

for all i=1,2,....

Examples of Convex Approximations.

If 9 is a real-valued function defined on R n such

that (i) 9(0)~0 and (ii) grad 9(0) exists and is different from zero, then ~ = { x : x E R ~
x. grad 9(0)<0}
9(x)<0}

is an interior convex approximation to each of the sets S = { x : x E R n,

and ~ = { x : x E R n , 9 ( x ) ~ 0 } ,

(the proof of that fact is not too hard).

If more-

*
n
over,9(0)=0 and 9 is continuous in some neighborhood of O, then ~ = { x : x E R ,x.grad
*
n
9(0)=0} is a tangent convex approximation to the set S = { x : x E R ,9(x)=0}
nothing to prove here, just apply the definition).
convex approximations
of the type x E S

,(there is

As I mentioned before,simplicial k

are used in optimal control theory to handle operator constraint

where S is the set of all trajectories which are solutions of a

given family of ordinary differential equations.

It is very hard to express opera-

tor constraint in terms of inequality and/or equality constraint(s)

and even when it

is possible the function describing those constraints are not "smooth" enough to apply the concepts of interior convex approximation and/or tangent convex approximation.
This is the reason why it is convenient to keep operator constraints under their given forms and to define a special type of convex approxiamtion adapted to those operator constraints.

This special type of convex approximation is the simplicial k convex

approximation.

In optimal control theory, the simplicial k convex approximation ~ to

the set S will be the set of all solutions of a certain linearization of the given
family of ordinary differential equations.
Halkin-Neustadt

For more details, see Halkin [5] and

[6].

4. THE THEOREM OF DUBOVITSKII AND MILYUTIN
Theorem 4.1. Let S_~,...,S_I,S0,S I be subsets of R n such that ~ + I
S.=~ .
i=-~ I

As-

sume that we have convex sets ~_~,... '~i such that ~.1 is an interior convex approximation to S.I for each i=-~,...,O and such that ~i is a simplicial I convex approximation
to S I.

Then, the sets ~-~'''''~i are disjoint and hence separated.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is particularly simple.

If the sets ~_~ .... '~i are not dis-

joint, then there exists an element ~ which belongs to each of them.
i~{-~,...,0}

Since for each

the set ~. is an interior convex approximation to the set Si, we know
1

that there exists an ~,>Ol such that Dx6S.I whenever Ix-xl<g.l and N6(0,gi).
e=min{g_~ .... ,gO } we see that ~x~S.l whenever iE{-~,...,0}
Since ~ i

If we let

,Ix-~I<~ and ~ 6(0,g).

and since ~i is a simplicial I convex approximation to SI, we know that

there exists a number N ~(0,g)
Since ~6(0,g),

and an element y ~ R n such that ly-~i<e and D y E S I.

the element ~y belongs to every S. for all iE{-~,...,0}.

This con-

1

tradiction concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
The results of Theorem 4.1 can be applied directly to the following mathematical
programming problem:

given a set S I C Rn and given functions ~_~,...,~_i,~ 0 defined

over R n, find an element x ~ S I which minimizes ~o(X) subject to constraints ~i(x)~0
for i=-D,...,-l.

We assume that an optimal solution x exists for that problem, that

is a simplicial I convex approximation to S 1 around ~ and that ~-~'''''~0 are difA

ferentiable at x.

We then obtain

Theorem 4.2. Under the preceeding assumptions,

there exist numbers %_~,...,%0,not

all zero, such that
(i) %.< 0 for each iE{-~,.
i

,0},
""

(ii) %i~i(~) = 0 for each i ~ { - ~ ..... -i},
^
(x-x)
(iii) g =-~%i grad ~i(x).
^

0 for all x 6 ~ I.

Proof of Theorem 4.2: Without loss of generality, we assume that ~=0 and that ~0(0)
=0.

For each i ~ { - ~ .... ,0}

,let Si={x:~i(x)<0}

According to Theorem 4.1, the sets {~i:i=-~,...,l}
By construction, we have O ~ i

and let ~i={x:~i(0)+grad ~i(0).x<0}.
are disjoint and hence separated.

for all iE{-~,...,+l}

and hence there exists a set

of vectors {p_ ,...,pl} , not all zero, such that
(i) Pi.X~0 whenever x E ~ i

and i~{-~,...,+l},

(ii) ~+i
i=-~ Pi =0"
Since Ei=_~Pi=0
+i
and since at least one of the vectors P-~"'''Pl

is different from

zero, we must have at least two of the vectors p_D,...,p I which are different from
zero,and hence at least one of the vectors P-~"'''P0 must be different from zero.
Since Pi.X>~0 whenever ~i(O) + grad ~i(0).x<0, it follows that for some %i~0, we have
pi=%i grad ~i(0).

We remark here that we may choose %.=0 for all i~{-~,..

,-i} such

1

that ~i(0)<0, since in that case we have Pi=0. We have pl = - ~i=-~ Pi and hence the
relation Pi.X$0 for all x E ~ 1 may be written under the form (~ 0i=-~ Pi )'x~0 for all
^
x [~i" The last inequality is equivalent to relation (iii) under the assumption x=0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Remark i. The inequality (iii) of Theorem 4.2 may be written under the form of a
Maximum Principle:
( ~ =_~ hi grad ~i(~)).i 9 (E~=_~ %i grad ~i(~)).x for all x ~ l .
Remark 2. If the point ~ is an interior point of ~i' then the inequality (iii) becomes
(iii)

m=-D %igrad ~i(x) = 0.

This will always be the case for the problems where SI=~I=R n.

This last form of

Theorem 4.2 is known as Fritz John Theorem [3].
5. CONSTRAINT QUALIFICATIONS
We remark here that Theorem 4.2 contains no information about %0 besides the fact

that %0~0.

If we would know that %0<0, then we could multiply the entire vector %

by the positive number -1/% 0 and we would obtain the same type of necessary conditions
with some vector %

for which we would have %0 = -i.

A great variety of conditions

(Constraint Qualifications) can be imposed on the problem which would allow us to
guarantee that there exists some vector % with %0<0.

One of the major shortcomings

of the traditional presentation of necessary conditions in the mathematical programming literature is, in my opinion, that the concept and the choice of those Constraint
Qualifications influence the entire development of the theory of necessary conditions
instead of being introduced at the last minute and used only to prove a variety of,
practically important but theoretically easy,corollaries to Theorem 4.2.

For example,

a very general Constraint Qualification for the problem of Section 4 is to assume
that ~_~q~-_~+iN

... N ~ i n ~i is a simplicial I convex approximation to S_~ ~ S_~+I

N ... N S_I N S+I.

in the case ~I=SI=R n, this Constraint Qualification is known

the Abadie Sequential Constraint Qualification.

as

(See the remark following Definition

3.3).
6. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD OF DUBOVITSKII AND MILYUTIN
The method of Dubovitskii-Milyutin is not well adapted to problems with equality
constraints.

I shall examplify those difficulties by considering the following opti-

mization problem in the plane R2: minimize ~0(Xl,X2)~Xl subject to the constraints
_

2

~l(Xl,X2)Zx2=0 and ~2(Xl,X2)=x2-xl=0.
solution of that problem.

~

^

The point (Xl,X2)=(0,0) is the obvious optimal

The sets S0={(Xl,X2):~0(Xl,X2)< ~0(Xl,X2)}={(Xl,X2):Xl<0},

Sl={(Xl,X2):~l(Xl,X2)=0}={(Xl,X2):x2=0} and S2={(Xl,X2):~2(Xl,X2)=0}={(Xl,X2):x2=x~}
have no point in common, but the sets ~0,~i and ~2 have points in common (here, n 0
is the interior convex approximation to SO, and ~i is the tangent convex approximation
to S. for i=l and 2).
W

Indeed,~0={(Xl,X2):Xl<0} and 91=~2={(Xl,X2):x2=0} and we have

~i=0,i,2 ~i={(Xl'X2):Xl<0'x2 =0} #} "

Of course such "accidents" could be ruled out

by conditions resembling some Constraint Qualifications.

In the simple example given

above for instance,we could require that the set of gradients of the equality constraints be linearly independent at the optimal point.

If operator constraints are

present in the problem, the situation would still be more complex and one would need
further types of Constraint Qualifications.

in the next section,I will present a

10

theory of necessary conditions for optimization problems with equality and operator
constraints

( and also inequality constraints, but they never present any difficulti-

es) which will be independent of any sort of constraint qualifications.
7. THE CASE OF INEQUALITY~EQUALITY AND OPERATOR CONSTRAINTS
The central part of this section is the following result.
Theorem 7.1. If i={-~ .... ,re+l} and if {S.:i~I}

and {~.:i~I}

i

subsets of R n such that ( i ) ~ i ~ i S i = ~

are families of

i

(ii) for i=-D,..

,0, the set ~. is an interior

convex approximation to the set Si, (iii) for i=l ...,m, the set ~. is a tangent convex approximation to the set Si, and (iv) ~m+l is an (m+l)-convex approximation to
the set Sm+l, then the family {~°:ii~ I }

is separated.

We remark immediately that in the case m=0, Theorem 7.1 coincides with Theorem
4.1.

From the counterexample given in Section 6, we know that under the assumptions

of Theorem 7.1, it would be incorrect to say (as in Theorem 4.1) that ~ i 6 I
plies that

hi61

~i =~ ,but we can still assert that the family {~i:i~I}

S.=~I imis separat-

ed and this last statement is all that is needed to obtained appropriate necessary
conditions.

The proof of Theorem 7.1, given in Halkin [2], makes a critical use of

Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem.
Let us now assume that we are faced with the following optimization problem:given
n
a subset S of R n and functions ~-~'''''~m defined over R , find an element ~ £ R n
which minimizes ~0(~) subject to
(~) the inequality constraints ~i(~)<0 for i=-~ .... ,-i,
($) the equality constraints ~i(~)=0 for i=l,...,m,
(~) the operator constraint ~ S .
^
m+l
The optimality of such element x can be expressed by writing that ~ i = _ Si=~ ,

where the sets S_~,...,Sm+ I are defined by
S.={x:x~R
l

n

,~i(x)<0}

for i=-~,...,-l,

S0={x:xe R n,~o(x)<~o (1) }'
S'={x:x~Rn'~i(x)=0}l

for i=l,...,m

and Sm+I=S.
Let us assume that the functions ~ - ~ " ' ' ' ~ m

are differentiable at ~ and that the

functions ~l,...,~m are continuous in a neighborhood of ~.

We then define convex

11

sets ~-~'''''~m by the relations
~°=l {x:x~Rn'~i(1)

+ grad ~i(~).(x-i)<0} if i=-~ ..... -i,

~0 = {x:x~Rn,grad ~0(~)'(x-~)<0}
and
~'=i {x:x~Rn'

grad ~i(~).(x-~)=0}

for i=l,...,m.

As was mentioned in Section 3, the sets ~-D'''''~O are interior convex approximations around the point ~ to the sets S_~,...,S 0 and the sets ~l,...,~m are tangent
convex approximations around the point ~ to the sets SI,...,S m.

Let us assume that

we are given a set ~m+l which is a simplicial m+l convex approximation around the
point i to the set Sm+I=S.
be separated.

From Theorem 7.1, we know that the sets ~-~'"''~m+l will

If we translate this last result in terms of the functions ~-~'''''~m

A
and their gradients at the point x, then, by an argument similar to the argument followed in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we obtain
Theorem 7.2. If ~ is an optimal solution of the given problem, then there exist
numbers %_~,...,%m, nOt all zero, such that
(i) %i~0 for i=-~,...,0;
(ii) %i~i(~)=0 for i=-p ..... -i;
(iii) Ei=-~,...,m %i grad ~i (~)'(x-i)i0 for all x ~ ~m+l"
We conclude by making two remarks similar to the remarks made at the end of Section 4.
Remark i. The inequality (iii) of Theorem 7.2 may be written under the form a Maximum
Principle:
^ ^ $ Ei=_~ '.. .,m ~igrad ~i(~).x
~i=-~,...,m %.i grad ~i(x).x

for all x 6 ~ I.

Remark 2. If the point ~ is an interior point of ~, then the inequality (iii) becomes
~i=-~,...,m %.i grad ~i(~) = 0.
This will always be the case for the problems where SI=~I=R n.
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